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Y
ou’re new to the food processing sector, but

you’re convinced you can take it by storm because

of a killer recipe for something that’s been handed

down through your family over the generations.

That scenario is typical of start-up firms. But Sherrin

Western, director of insight for Shervin Communications

Inc., says too many entrepreneurs don’t think much far-

ther than getting product to grocery shelves. “Unfortu-

nately, if you don’t spend equal time on packaging, mar-

keting and the many other elements of brand manage-

ment, consumers will overlook that killer product you

think is a sure-fire hit.”

The Canadian Marketing Association defines brand

management as: “The strategic development and man-

agement of differentiation through a unique

identity…..ideally, the brand is built over time to become

an equity, which is measurable and can be tracked.”

The best branding sells an idea. Robbie Vorhaus,

founder of New York-based Vorhaus & Co., told the food

processing website in 2005: “A brand manager’s job is to

nurture the light, not the bulb. The uninspired describe

their brand as who they are versus the conquering brand

brand management
By: Robin Brunet
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she says. “That’s why it’s crucial they hire companies such as ours,

so elements like packaging are dealt with simultaneously.” West-

ern adds that the ideal time to hire a brand management firm “is

when your product idea has been developed and your financing is

in place but before you invest in operational infrastructure.” 

The most common error entrepreneurs make when they get

serious about brand management is failing to narrow their target

customer. “It may be counter-intuitive to decide that your target

consumer is a parent of a child between the age of three and

eight instead of all parents, but it’s essential to pinpoint your

branding to this degree,” says Western. “Branding that appeals to

a huge, broad base never works, even though your base may turn

out to be far broader than what you decide to target.”

As for package design, Western isn’t convinced that food manu-

facturers can afford the time and resources to do the job effective-

ly. “Too many of them go for flash, not realizing that food stands

alone in the branding industry as something you not only engage in

but also put into your body,” she says. “So the packaging must give

shoppers enough trust in the product as well as appeal on a gut

level in order to compel them to make the purchase.”

To which Makowecki replies, “Packaging is absolutely vital,

agreed. But even the most brilliant package design won’t mean

much if your product isn’t easily located and visible in stores. So

again, I emphasize relationship-building with retailers as a vital

part of brand management.”

Regardless of merit, if food businesses don’t develop their

brand image, they’ll have a tough time attracting customers.

Conversely, even the best branding only works if the product lives

up to its marketing hype. It takes enormous resources and skill to

deliver on both counts, so consulting with brand experts is an

option that any start-up company should seriously consider.  WFP
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leader, who in true Zen fashion camou-

flages the details and simply sells the ben-

efits their brand fulfils.”

Brand management can be broken down

into two parts: the development and main-

tenance of the operational side of a busi-

ness, and marketing strategies. “The two

are intertwined,” says Western, 40 per cent

of whose client portfolio consists of food

companies. “The operational elements build

the brand, and marketing positions the

product as well as influences operations.” 

But the key question of many fledgling

entrepreneurs seems to be: can they over-

see all the elements necessary to make

their product a success? If the case of Joe

Makowecki, president of Edmonton-

based Heritage Frozen Foods, is anything

to go by, the answer is yes. 

Heritage has been producing perogies

for the Cheemo brand and some private

label foodservice since 1972. Walter

Makowecki launched the company with the

belief that families should be able to eat a

healthy meal for under $5. His Cheemo per-

ogies were an instant hit, and when his son

Joe assumed presidency of Heritage 20

years ago he steered the company — and

the brand — to new heights of success.

He did so by retaining Walter’s $5

promise as a brand image, eschewing tradi-

tional promotional channels, and focusing

on in-store activities and relationships as a

way to carefully develop his markets. “We

conduct in-depth research to identify a spe-

cific geographical market, spend a lot of

time in that market with retailers organizing

sampling programs, demos and advertising

campaigns, and then we withdraw when

sales become sustainable,” he explains. “We

then take profits from that market to for-

ward spend in a new market of our choos-

ing.” It takes Heritage anywhere from three

to five years to develop a single market.

Makowecki’s decidedly old-fashioned

approach to brand management has paid

off in spades: Heritage has grown from $1

million in annual revenue when he

assumed presidency to between $25 and

$50 million today, and Cheemo perogies

have become a staple in most frozen food

sections in Canada.

Makowecki agrees with Western when

he says, “So many food manufacturers fail

because they have a `if we build it, they’ll

come’ mentality. Frankly, brand manage-

ment takes a lot of footwork and relation-

ship building. But the beauty of our sys-

tem is that the best opportunities for

future growth lie not in new markets but

in ones already developed, so brand man-

agement should also be about nurturing

the relationships you’ve established.”

But Makowecki

was fortunate in

that the Cheemo

brand and its

$5 promise was

already estab-

lished when he

assumed presi-

dency; this makes

matters such as

the all-important

brand manage-

ment component

of package design a lot easier to under-

take. “For example, we only have one per-

son who handles graphics, and the pack-

aging for our latest line of perogies took

us just a week to develop.”

Western points out that start-up or

recently-launched food manufacturers

have no such luxury. “Typically with family-

owned businesses, the first five years is

devoted to getting the processes in place,”

Heritage Frozen Foods has been making Cheemo brand perogies since 1972.

Joe Makowecki, president
Heritage Frozen Foods

Sherrin Western,
director of 
insight, Shervin 
Communications Inc.


